1.) 4" Poured Concrete 3,000 P.S.I. @28 DAYS OR COMPACTED CCA BASE FOR SIDEWALK.
2.) 6" Poured Concrete 3,000 P.S.I. @28 DAYS OR COMPACTED CCA BASE FOR DRIVEWAY.
3.) 1" Min. TO 1 1/2" Max. Sand Bedding.
4.) 6" Poured Concrete Bond Band SHAll Be installed WHERE CURB IS NOT PRESENT WITH 3/4" REVEAL AT EDGE OF TRAVEL WAY.
5.) 6" Poured Concrete Bond Band SHAll Be installed ON All Outside Edges WHERE NO ExISTING OR New SOLId Structure Is PRESENT TO HOLD PAVERS IN Place.
6.) ALL PAVERS MUST Be TRAFFIC Bearing.
7.) PAVER Installation SPECIFICATIONS APPLY TO Public AND PRIVATE IMPROVEMENTS.
8.) A RIGHT OF WAY Use PERMIT AND AN APPROVED LICENSE AGREEMENT MUST Be OBTAINED IF PAVERS ARE TO Be INSTALLED IN RIGHT OF WAY.
9.) NON-TRAFFIC Bearing SIDEWALKS CONSTRUCTED ENTIRELY ON PRIVATE Property WILL NOT Be REQUIRED TO Meet PAVER INSTALLATION GUIDELINES.
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